Golf

GOLF
Host: ÚTV 2nd Faculty of Medicine CU
Organiser: Mgr. Přemysl Žák, e-mail: premysl.zak@centrum.cz
Venue: Hodkovičky-GCCPG, Vltavanů 546, 147 00 Praha 4 – Hodkovičky
Open to: CU students and employees with a valid handicap (max. 36 players)
Category: A – joint: handicap 0-36, B – joint: handicap 37-54
Tournament structure: Stableford – tournament winners are those with the highest number of Stableford points in each category
Playing with modified handicap: only on request at GCCPG reception
No. of rounds: 1-9 holes
Entry: by e-mail at premysl.zak@centrum.cz, state handicap and membership no.
Close of entry: 11th May 2018
Transport: individual, turn right from Modřanská street into U kempinku street and turn left straight after the bridge into Vltavanů street. Enter Hodkovičky 400 m further on.
Starting fee: 400.- CZK for 9 holes
Meeting: GCCPG clubhouse, 09.00 – draw, rules
Start: first tee-off at 10.00
Type of start: consecutive